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Pre-K & Kindergarten
by Sierra Jones

In K4 math they are learning how to count the numbers 1-20. The K5 students 
are doing addition number stories, and  both grades are learning to read graphs. They 
are learning about the letter I and making words with the letter. They also made igloos 
out of the the letter. 

During science they are learning about animals in winter, where they live during 
this time, and hibernation. The class is reading the book The Trumpet of the Swan. They 
are getting ready for the 100th day of school, and they would like to thank the seventh 
and eighth grades for helping them get ready to go outside for recess.  

Molly Calder has a birthday February 11.

Grades 1 & 2 
by Joshua Calder and Sidney Critchley

	 In math first grade is learning double numbers and combinations to ten. Second 
grade is measuring by feet, inches, and centimeters. During science both classes are 
learning about the scientific method. Spelling in first they are  learning sh and th words, 
and second is working on compound words. For grammar first grade is covering nouns, 
and second is covering verbs. Adriana Cocchiaro’s birthday was on the 20th of January.


Grades 3 & 4
by Landon Ritchie and Alex Trott

	 In math third grade is learning multiplication facts and working on different 
strategies on how to solve them, such as breaking them apart or doubling. Fourth grade 
is working on multiplication of larger numbers, using multiplication to figure out word 
problems, and fractions in word problems for math.

In English both grades are working on irregular verbs and verb tenses. During 
reading both groups are learning how to compare text and working on vowel patterns. 
For spelling both of the grades are working on compound words, vowel patterns, and 
silent letters.  In third and fourth grades they are working on cursive.  The two grades 
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are working on Prodigy and multiplication.  The February birthdays are Briana Lyons 
and Kaci Small.

Grades 5 & 6
by Lindsey Ramsdell

In math fifth grade just finished decimals and is now learning geometry.  During 
math sixth grade just finished expressions and is also learning geometry.  For both 
grades they are learning sequencing and inferences for English.  In fifth and sixth 
grades science class, they are learning about fungus and protist.  The birthdays in 
January and February are February 22nd for Boris Compton and Ashley Lyon’s was on 
January 26th.

Grade 7
by Sabrina McPhail

	 In seventh grade math they are learning proportions and ratios. In their history 
they are talking about the Underground Railroad, and they did an Underground 
Railroad quilt. They are learning about early colonization in the late 1700s.

	  In grammar they are working on adjectives, adverbs, as well as articles. In their 
writing they are writing different types of poetry. The students just finished a limerick 
poem. For spelling they are studying homophones. During their reading they are 
reading Where the Red Fern Grows. They are doing energy and energy transformation 
in science.

	  For January birthdays Kristen Smith’s was on the 19th, and for February 
birthdays are Peyton Morang on the 23rd and Charlie Bitar on the 22nd.


Grade 8
by Madison Morrell

During eighth grade math we finished a chapter on fractions and have started a 
chapter on proportions. In English we are learning how to write persuasive essays. For 
spelling the class is doing homonyms. While in history class, we just finished a chapter 
of Maine during the Civil War and watched the movie about Lincoln to learn about the 
passing of the 13th amendment. 

In reading class we are reading the book The Outsiders. For science we finished 
the chapter on the planets and made solar system mobiles. During penmanship we are 
practicing capital letters. In January Maggie Johnson had a birthday on the 4th, Ellie 
Claverie’s birthday was the 26th, and Lindsey Ramsdell’s was on the 29th. In February 
Madison Morrell’s birthday was on the 1st.
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Art
by Wesley Brooks and Zackary Johnson

The K4 and K5 are working on primary colors and learning how to blend colors to 
make secondary colors. First and second grades are learning how to use oil pastels. 
The third and fourth graders are working on landscape pictures with color. Fifth and 
sixth are creating their own solar system. In seventh grade they are working with oil 
pastels and shading. Eighth grade finished tempura paint projects.

Music
by Addison Jamieson

	 In the K4-K5 classes they are playing the singing game called Blue Bird and 
practicing echo rhythms with percussion instruments.

First and second grades are singing an echo song called Yoohoo, playing echo 
rhythms on drums, and reading sol and mi on the staff.

During third and fourth music class they are playing the recorders and doing recorder 
karate.

	 The fifth and sixth grades are learning the instrument families in the orchestra. 
Seventh and eighth are learning about Handel’s water music, the definition of timbre, 
playing c, d, e, f, g on the keyboards, and reading dotted rhythms.


Gym & Health
by Elizabeth Claverie and Mercedes Owen

In all grades for gym the classes are trying to get outside to go sledding down the 
hill behind the school. When the kids are unable to go outside, they play team sports in 
the gym, such as handball, ultimate frisbee, and knock the pin. In health the lower 
grades are learning about nutritional health, and the older grades are talking about 
sports safety and accident awareness.

Girls’ Basketball
by Maggie Johnson

	 In girl’s basketball they are working on their skills and preparing for their first 
game on February 25 in Alexander. They are raffling off a Valentine’s basket to raise 
money for warm-up jerseys. 
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The girls playing are Mercedes Owen, Sierra Jones, Ellie Claverie, Sabrina 
McPhail, Brenna Critchley, Quinlan McPhail, Jaycee Harkins, Kristen Smith, Abby 
Montemaggi, Jenna Dean, Leilani Welsh, Breanna Morrell, Caylen Morrison, Savanah 
Waycott, and Peyton Beal.


Boys’ Basketball
by Roy Duffy

	 

	 There are 13 members of the 2019 boy’s basketball team. In eighth grade they 
are Landon Ritchie, Wesley Brooks, Addison Jamieson, Josh Calder, and Roy Duffy. In 
seventh grade they are Peyton Morang, Kaden Small, and Charlie Bitar. For sixth grade 
they are Brayden MacNichol and Steven McPhail. In fifth grade there are Nolan Brown, 
Lucas Morrell and Wyatt Demmons. The first game is on February 25 in Alexander. The 
team is also selling raffle tickets for a Valentine’s Day basket to pay for the warm-up 
shirts.

Upcoming events

Feb. 16th February Break Begins

Feb. 25th School Resumes & Basketball Game @ Alexander

Feb. 26th Basketball Game @ Perry against BRS

Mar. 1st Basketball Game @ Perry against Charlotte

Mar. 4th Basketball Game @ Princeton

Mar. 5th Basketball Game @ Perry against Pembroke

Mar. 12th Basketball Game @ Edmunds

Mar. 14th Basketball Game @ Eastport

Mar. 20th Basketball Game @ BRS

Mar. 22nd Basketball Game @ Lubec

Mar. 25th Basketball Game @ Perry against Princeton 

Mar. 27th Basketball Game @ Perry against Eastport

Apr. 2nd Basketball Game @ Perry against Edmunds


